RESUME #141
OBJECTIVE
Highly motivated and results-driven professional to secure a position with your company utilizing my extensive skills,
training, and experience in Chemical Operations, Production, Warehouse, or as applicable

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS













Over 20 years’ experience working for a world renowned company, in support of creating structural repositories for
chemical baths operating through the DCS system, building cells for reactive metals to produce sodium and lithium,
consistently meeting and/or exceeding all daily production goals and quotas, facilitating personnel to manufacture the
highest quality product results while maintaining safe operations at all times
Experienced monitoring/operating gauges and other instrumentation in the production of reactive metals
Trained for Hazmat, HAZWOPER, OSHA, and possesses forklift certification, trained and experienced with MSDS,
performing duties handling HazMat materials, and wearing PPE
Trained for full compliance to machine lock-out / tag-out protocols and procedures
Operates forklifts, skidsteer, pallet jacks, hydraulic press jacks, overhead cranes, Caterpillars, track mobiles, and more
Experienced training new personnel upon supervisor request including delegating work orders, monitoring all work
activities for quality, expediency, and safety, conducting performance evaluations, and consulting with upper
management for employee status/progress reports
Experienced performing detailed inventory control reporting surpluses or deficiencies to upper management
Strong communications, interpersonal, organizational, analytical, mechanically-minded, and problem-solving skills
Multi-tasks effectively, learns new systems quickly, and completes all projects on-time or ahead of critical deadlines
Familiar with using computers, Windows, Internet research, and email
Works well independently or collaboratively in a team environment

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
07/88 – 03/17

Sodium – Lithium Cell Builder / Sodium Operator
DuPont Chemours Plant, Niagara Falls, NY













As a Cell Builder, responsible for the construction of cells, as part of a total plant count of 120 cells,
made of bricks and mortar for the express purpose of mixing chemical baths for the production of
sodium and lithium with a life-cycle of approximately 3 years
Responded to work orders, responsible for demolition and removal of malfunctioning cells within
a 2-day project timeline, rebuilding new cells over a 5-day process before new cells could go online
Maintained full compliance to all OSHA safety regulations including the wearing of authorized
PPE at all times
Trained new personnel for company SOP, following strict guidelines for production and safety,
and consulted with upper management for employee training status/progress reports
Operated forklifts to remove demolition materials and to reposition furnace bricks to
building sites
Responsible for maintaining proper and proportionate mixtures for chemical baths in the production
of sodium and lithium cells and monitoring all processes for safe production
Changed cell mechanisms as needed and shut down production runs due to cell inefficiencies related
to the limitations of unit life cycles
Trained and fully compliant to all OSHA and HazMat rules and regulations
Utilized raw materials as a Sodium Cell Operator and produced molten reactive metals
Responsible as a Sodium Handler operating mill trucks and forklifts to reposition 2000-pound drums
of liquid sodium to staging areas near distribution networks and, subsequently, filled railcar tankers
Kept detailed logs of all production runs and consistently met or exceeded all daily quotas
to client specifications

Military Experience
Tank Mechanic, PFC, E5, Honorable Discharge
US Army, Fort Dix, NJ

Education
Diploma
Trott Vocational High School, Niagara Falls, NY

